
Tank.io War - Multiplayer Mobile Online Games

**About Tank.io War**

Tank.io War is an online multiplayer game for smartphones and tablets. Players have to compete

in tanks against each other and achieve the highest score.

In Tank.io War you fight exciting battles against players from all around the world. You control your

tank over the large playing field where you have to defeat opponents. To destroy enemies even

more effectively, you can also upgrade your tank with different equipment. In total, you have 80

different tanks available, so you can always use the most suitable vehicle. Become the biggest

tank on the field and defeat all enemies.io War for free.

**Tank.io War - Features:** 

- Attack enemies with your tank: In Tank.io War, you control a tank over a large playing field. There

you always encounter enemy tanks, which you have to defeat. Shoot enemies, wipe them out and

get as many points as possible. If you defeat many enemy tanks, you will get a high score, which

you can compare directly with the achievements of other players on the leaderboard.

- Improve your tanks: To defeat enemies even faster and easier, you can equip your tank with

different equipment or upgrade it with certain extras. Make your tank unique and beat the high

score.

- Become the biggest tank: The longer you stay on the field or the more points you get by firing

enemy tanks, the bigger your tank will get. Since the tank gets bigger and stronger as the level

increases, the right tactic is important.

- 80 different tanks: In Tank.io War you have a total of 80 different tanks available, which all have

different structures or different characteristics. Choose the tank that suits your strategic plan best

and can help you most in the fight against your enemies.

- 5 skins: In order that you can enjoy a little variety during the game, you have the choice between

five different skins.

Conclusion: In Tank.io War strategy and the right tank are most important. Choose the best tank,

upgrade it and fight against enemy tanks. Only if you defeat many opponents, you can get many

points and make it on the leaderboard to the very top.


